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Abstract

As the essential component of Chinese culture, Chinese mythology is the manifestation of 
ethnic heritage and epitome of 5000 years of history, which offers great resources and inspira-
tions for animation creation and production. The design education is the base for the design 
of original animation. The educational model from traditional resources can not only exploit 
the innovative thinking but also dig deeply the core connotation of traditional culture aiming 
at aesthetic experience of the public, which can target the teaching practice integrating with art 
creation and market demand. Firstly, the study creates an animation mythological character de-
sign model according to the literature review to provide the operational theory for animation 
design education, which consists of three main parts: central idea, research method and con-
ceptual model. Secondly, the research sums up the animation character creative process frame-
work through the case of Shisa with the specific ideas of creative design. Four steps are used to 
design a mythological Character: set a scenario (Illustration), tell a story (Interpretation), write 
a script (Reaction), and design a character (Reflection). It has analyzed how to integrate the in-
formation about the mythology and stimulate the designers’ creative imagination in the anima-
tion character design in order to create the artworks with unique oriental charm. 

Keywords: animation character design, Chinese mythology, design education
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Introduction

As the essential component of Chinese culture, Chinese mythology is the manifestation of eth-
nic heritage and epitome of 5000 years of history, which offers great resources and inspirations 
for animation creation and production. Meanwhile, Chinese mythology with its profound cul-
tural assert and the unconstrained imagination is an indispensable factor in animation creation. 
Chinese animation had a brilliant moment for Chinese myths and legends, which have deep 
impact on the development of the domestic animation industry, and being widely used in the 
creation of animation. Therefore, we can believe that nationalization is the correct develop-
ment path of the domestic animation industry. Princess Iron Fan of Wan brothers, a new chap-
ter in Chinese animation, the animation character combined with cultural traits and social 
style at the time, wrote an innovative design concept and provided guidance for contemporary 
Chinese animation creation. Since 1960s, The Monkey King, Nezha Nao Hai, The Legend of 
Sealed Book and The Nine-Colored Deer with artistic means of clay sculpture, paper cutting, 
ink, etc., adapted from Chinese mythology, had a spectacular success and presented profound 
cultural connotation with exquisite action designs and elegant colors, which makes unique 
Chinese charm. The rich resources of myth in ancient China provided a broad space for the 
creation of animation film and inherited a long ethnic culture. From 1990 to 2000, the once-
grand Shanghai Animation Film Studio nearly didn’t have magnum opus. During this period, 
Lotus Lantern, Chinese mythological theme inherited the national style, with the basic story 
about Chen xiang who save his mother from God Erh-lang. But in reality, this film applied ele-
ments of Hollywood and Japanese animation which had unavoidable flaws in character design. 
In theory, with the using of mythology, Chinese animation makes us realize consciously that 
predecessors have made various attempts in building the myth animation character, but how 
can we make the ancient Chinese myth image deeply integrate into creation, to create a success-
ful animated image of the myth, has become an important subject we need to explore. 

In recent years, Europe, America and Japan are constantly trying to make their animation 
films to show profound cultural connotations and cultural spirit, and there are some remark-
able products. For example, Song of the Sea (2014) was adapted from Irish mythology; Nausi-
caa of the Valley of the Wind (1984), Princess Mononoke (1999), Laputa Castle in the Sky (1986), 
Spirited Away (2002), directed by Hayao Miyazaki, were adapted from Japanese mythology; 
The Tale of Princess Kaguya (2013) was adapted from the mythological story of Taketori Mo-
nogatari, which revealed the cultural identity of different regions and nations. It has been be-
coming a trend that Hollywood use Chinese elements to make films, such as Hua Mulan (1998) 
and Kung Fu Panda (2008), but ultimately reflect the American cultural values. Since 2015, the 
popular Chinese animation films such as Monkey King: Hero Is Back (2015), Monster Hunt 
(2015) and Big Fish & Begonia (2016) are all inspired by Shan Hai Jing, the first fantastic book 
in China. The characters, e.g. the demon king named Huba and faceless villain named Hun 
Dun, all can find the construction rules from that book. Specifically, the elements of the films 
show the traditional Chinese culture and deliver the cultural quintessence and endless imagi-
nation from the adaptation of mythology, which also confirm that myths and legends have 
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brought infinite creative inspiration and artistic resources for Chinese animation. Marx (Elster, 
1986) points out that all mythology masters and dominates and sharps the focus of nature in 
and through the imagination; hence it disappears as soon as man gains mastery over the focus 
of nature. Theoretically, the connotation is that myth comes from the nature, the will of hu-
man and the beautiful imagination of wisdom, and the mythology will be the creative source 
of animation creation.

In theory, Chinese mythology is the source of Chinese culture including the unique un-
derstanding of life by primitive ancestors, which is the most representative of the national spirit. 
It shows a relatively broad characteristic of the time comparing the pure religious mythology, as 
it contains a more active ideological component (Xie, 1997). Nietzsche (1994) acknowledges 
that the idea that myth in turn is the indispensable condition of a culture’s “healthy, creative 
natural power”. Human culture can’t be separated from the return and reflection of the myth, 
which contains culture, art and science. The Chinese myth is decentralized, so it should be 
put into a system firstly during the progress of integrate into original animation, to show the 
complete feature of Chinese myths and related sequence of events. For if a comparison of the 
mythical form with other cultural forms is taken in a purely objective sense, i.e. based on purely 
objective parallels and connections, it may well lead to a leveling of the intrinsic form of myth 
(Cassirer, 1965). Langer (1957) provided art is the creation of forms symbolic of human feeling. 
The concept of mythological images vividly showed by the fictitious animation, which follows 
traditional and creative imagination, is the transition of emotion. Consequently, combining 
with mythology and animation will develop a distinctive aesthetic form; the elements of anima-
tion such as rhythm, lens, color, etc., can show the depth of myth diversely and produce a new 
audio-visual and aesthetic experience by contemporary ideation.

With the development of contemporary culture, it is observed that the creation of anima-
tion character with Chinese classical mythology, has provided the basic lesson for innovation 
in animation design education. At present, Chinese animation design education can’t meet the 
market demand, and the conservative concept of education has formed a barrier for the cultiva-
tion of animation talents. Wu (2011) considered that to solve the problem of animation indus-
try, it should start from education, and educators must change the current orientation of ani-
mation education, educational methods and educational content. The educational model from 
traditional resources can not only exploit the innovative thinking but also dig deeply the core 
connotation of traditional culture aiming at the aesthetic experience of the public, which can 
target the teaching practice integrating with art creation and market demand. Therefore, the 
animation design education in colleges needs to improve the traditional modeling ability from 
the spirit of Chinese culture and enhance designers’ artistic accomplishment.

The purpose of this research includes: firstly, the study will create an animation mytholog-
ical character design model to provide the operational theory for animation design education. 
Secondly, it will analyze how to integrate the information about the myth art and stimulate 
the artists’ creative imagination in the animation character design in order to create the artistic 
works with unique oriental charm. Thirdly, the research will sum up the animation character 
creative process framework through the case of Shisa with the specific ideas of creative design. 
Designers and artists are the center in the past artistic creation, ignoring the aesthetic experi-
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ence of the audience, and this article explores the mental model of viewers through the mytho-
logical character design, which will help designers to express more acceptable ideas. At last, the 
research will sum up the experience to innovate in teaching through the analysis of the work of 
the character design.

Animation Mythological Character Design Model

How to transfer Chinese mythology into character design has become a critical issue in ani-
mation design education in this study. An animation mythological character design model fa-
cilitating understanding of design creative process is proposed in Figure 1. Animation mytho-
logical character design model consists of three main parts: central idea, research method and 
conceptual model to systematically analyze the education problems of animation mythological 
character design, reproducing the most basic creative ideas of character design. The central idea 
focuses on how to abstract mythological figure from Chinese mythology and then transfer it 
to a design transformation model to design character creations. The research method consists 
of three steps: identification, translation and implementation, to abstract mythological figure 
from Chinese mythology (identification), transfer them to design information and design ele-
ments (translation), and eventually design a mythological Character (implementation).

Conceptual model has shown the process by the designers’ creation artwork, and express-
es the thoughts of artwork to audiences, and audiences proceed the aesthetic experience. It con-
sists of four main parts: design level, mythology level, design features and aesthetic level, which 
systematically analyze the creative ideas of the mythical character design and the final effect.

Fig.1 Animation Mythological Character Design Model
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1. Communication Level:

For the communication study, three levels of problems are identified in the study of commu-
nication: technical, semantic, and effectiveness (Craig 1999; Fiske 2010; Jakobson 1987). The 
technical level requires getting the audience’s attraction for the recognition through his/her 
senses, to achieve the image of artistic beauty. The semantic level requires the audience accu-
rately realize the meaning of the message through his/her realization, to achievie the impres-
sion of artistic beauty. The effectiveness level concerns the ways in which the audience is made 
to take the right reflection through his/her affecting, to achievie the idea of artistic beauty. 

2. Mythology Level:

The translation of mythological text requires three aspects, literal level, meaning level and 
intangible level. Literal Level requires designers to find out creative material about Chinese 
mythological theory research including the recordation of texts and plastic arts, and summa-
rizes the focus of mythological stories following the historical culture and extracts the core role 
of myth. Meaning level requires designers to dig essence of connotation and the cream of na-
tional culture, and analyzes the mythological quality of roles and modeling features from cul-
tural background, ornamental features, facial features and character features. Intangible level 
requires to get the understanding of the text and provide an imagination for the following de-
sign to achieve the originality and innovation.

3. Design Features:

For emotional design, Norman (2005) proposed three levels of design processing—visceral, be-
havioral, and reflective design, which represents three kinds of audience’s experience that is 
image, impression, and idea as shown in figure 2. The visceral design is the most basic feature. 
Hogarth (1753) explores the six principles as guiding our eyes toward true beauty: fitness, va-
riety, regularity, simplicity, intricacy, and quantity. Six factors can be used as measures of the 
beauty reflecting the artistic charm in composition, color, rhythm, etc. The behavioral requires 
designers to attempt in various ways, such as ink painting, single-outline, flat-color image, com-

Fig.2 Animation Character Design Features
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puter graphics, etc., to enrich the visual beauty of animation and make impressive works. For 
reflective design, Hegel (1981) points out the beauty is characterized as the pure appearance of 
the idea to sense. Overall, the essence of design is to reach the resonance of the beauty, and de-
signers transform traditional cultures to character design forming special art symbols.

4. Aesthetic Level:

Three levels are identified in the cognitive aesthetics: the image of artistic beauty, the impres-
sion of artistic beauty, the idea of artistic beauty. The image: classicalism holds that beauty is 
in the form of objects; the animation works that intend to achieve the audio-visual beauty for 
audience must satisfy the image of artistic beauty. Only one answer seems possible - significant 
form. In each, lines and colors combined in a particular way, certain forms and relations of 
forms, stir our aesthetic emotions (Bell, 1989). The impression: every simple idea has a simple 
impression, which resembles it, and every simple impression has a correspondent idea (Hume, 
1996). Overall, it can be seen that the mind perception of human can be divided into two parts, 
i.e. the impression and the concept. The idea: an idea of the way of feelings, emotions, and all 
other subjective experiences come and go (Langer, 1977). Plotinus (1962) affirmed that it is 
now time, leaving every object of sense far behind, to contemplate, by a certain ascent, a beauty 
of a much higher order; a beauty not visible to the corporeal eye, but alone manifest to the 
brighter eye of the soul, independent of all corporeal aid. Essentially, the beauty of art is the 
process through the nature to the body and then to the soul of human.

Animation Mythological Character Design — Shisa

The mythological figure: Shisa is a research object in this article to explore the theoretical con-
struction, creativity implement, aesthetic experience, etc. Specifically, in a practical design pro-
cess, four steps are used to design a mythological character, e.g., set a scenario (Illustration), tell 
a story (Interpretation), write a script (Reaction), and design a character (Reflection) as shown 
in Figure 3.

Fig.3 Animation Character Design Process
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Set a scenario/ Illustration

Based on the investigation data of Chinese antiquity literature, designers must make a systemat-
ic analysis of mythology, in terms of extracting the most distinctive features of characters from 
myth. To clarify the development of the mythology of Shisa and explain the literature connota-
tions, designers deeply explore the origin and the process of historical development. Shisa, also 
named Tile General, is the embodiment of Chi You (蚩尤) who is a vigorous opponent of the 
Emperor, and he can control the forces of the nature with brave and fierce. Later generations 
have been regarded as mars to worship, and folk sculpture stone statue on the roof to exorcise 
evil spirits (Xie, 2004). Lian (1920) in History of Taiwan wrote about there is a clay image on 
the roof, who rides horse and shoots an arrow from a bow with fierce expression, named Chi 
You. It is recorded in New Golden Gate that pottery beast on someone’s roof, opening his mouth 
like a lion, looks like as a general, called Chi You (Xu, 1959). According to Longyu Hetu, it re-
cords that the Emperor acts as regent, and Chi You and his brothers, who have feral bodies and 
kill the people cruelly, but Emperor can’t forbid him with righteousness, and then subdue Chi 
You with runes. The world hasn’t been stable when Chi You died, and Emperor paints the im-
age of Chi You to shock people (Anonymity, 1994). Another legend says that Shisa has evolved 
from Shen Gongbao or Huang Feihu in FengShen Yanyi which is written that Primus orders 
Shen Gongbao to block the spring of the North Sea with futon (Xu, 2012). In theory, it means 
that Shen Gongbao may change into Shisa. According to the legend, Shisa is transformed from 
the wind god, also named Feng Bo or Feng Ye (Xie, 2004).

Tell a story/ Interpretation

Through the above analysis of the text, collecting the pictures of Shisa in southern Fujian, east-
ern Guangdong, Taiwan Anping, Ryukyu Islands and other places, table 1 summarizes the char-
acteristic of Shisa from outside to inside and sums up the basic characteristics of artistic image 
from mythological feature, mythology function, exterior character, facial shape, facial expres-
sion, decorative feature, posture feature and color style. 

Attribution Basic Characteristics

1. Mythological Feature the incarnation of Chi You, brave and fierce, control the forces of nature

2. Mythology Function exorcise evil spirits

3. Exterior character
standing posture and squatting posture, the limbs appear small in the pro-
portion if they stand

4. Facial Shape protruding eyes, wide nose, big mouth, exposed teeth

5. Facial Expression fierce, ferocious, laddish

6. Decorative Feature Neat mane, tail on the volume

7. Posture Feature roar to the sky, rush forward, turn round

8. Color Style red cloth, emerald green, Rich Huang

Table 1: Basic Characteristics of Shisa
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Write a script/ Reaction

In terms of the selection of style, it is important to choose the creative expression that is suitable 
for the character’s shape. To produce different aesthetic effects, there are different interpreta-
tions about different styles in lines, contours, colors, etc. Indeed, to express the performance of 
mythology with different design style, it not only conforms with the spiritual needs of viewers, 
but also can achieve emotional resonance about the interpretation of myth. For artistic style, 
three styles are attempted in this study: Single-outline Flat-color image, ink painting and vector 
style. For different style setting, the sketch has been drawn by designer as research objects. The 
inspiration of characters comes from the literature analysis, and the creative process follows 
mythological characteristics. Drawing the draft, essentially, is the process in which designers 
visualize the memory and the imagination, and is the interpretation of the two previous steps 
and the abstract generalization of characters as shown in figure 4.

Create a character/ Reflection

Theoretically, three different artistic styles have been formed with different symbolic appear-
ance, which means that imagination is eventually created as artworks that brings audience 
deeply artistic experience. Firstly, Single-outline Flat-color image is the most commonly used 
in animation design. The initial exploration of animation reflects how the vivid form is con-
veyed by the flowing lines, hence complex changing lines can create a harmonious animation 
style. In reality, the Shisa is endowed with flexible and exquisite characteristics by the exagger-
ated deformation of lines, as shown in figure 4. Secondly, ink painting is a kind of traditional 
art forms in China that integrates with the exaggerated characteristics of animation, which has 
formed an innovative animation language. More precisely, the ink Shisa, an innovative attempt, 
expresses his texture by the diversified lines as shown in figure 5. Finally, the color of the vector 
style of Shisa is mainly red as shown in figure 6. Adding the modern elements in the original 
design, such as ties, skateboards, etc., reinvests Shisa with a lively character; adding the cultural 
elements of cloud pattern conforms to the traditional aesthetic principles. 

Fig.4 Design Sketch (Single-outline Flat-color image)
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Results and Discussions

Combining with animation mythological character design model, the study constructs the ani-
mation character creative process framework through the case of Shisa with the specific ideas 
of creative design. This framework can be used in animation teaching practice from the ar-
rangement of the mythological connotation to the formation of final works, providing a logi-
cal creative process, and help designers to carry out innovative research and design as shown in 
figure 7.

For evaluating artworks, the artist involves three key stages to express significance through 
his or her artworks: performance (inspiration), process (ideation), and product (implementa-
tion). Performance is the inspiration to produce a kind of significance that the artist’s inten-
tions can be expressed through the artwork. Process represents the artist’s ideation that through 
the artwork, the artist’s imagination, thoughts, and feelings can be reproduced. Product is the 
implementation of signification and expression which can then be transmitted to the viewer 
while the artist’s and the viewer’s thoughts are identical (Lin et al. 2009, 2015, 2016).  We need 
a better understanding of artist-audience communication not just for taking part in the social 
context, but also for developing the interactive experience between artist and audience (Gold-
man 2004; Trivedi 2004). For the audience, there are three key stages to feel the beauty of de-

Fig.5 Shisa of Ink Painting

Fig.6 Shisa of Vector Style with Digital Painting
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sign works: image (attracting), impression (accuracy), and idea (affecting). Accordingly, for 
creating design works, the framework explains how designers pass the artistic beauty of the ani-
mated works to audiences, including design level, mythology level, design features and charac-
ter design, and finally achieve the code of artworks by designers and the decoding of artworks 
by audiences. 

Heidegger (2011) profoundly demonstrates the relationship of art, artist and artwork and 
explains the essence of art in terms of the concepts of being and truth in The Origin of the Work 
of Art. If the animation design education can be considered as a whole system, the Chinese my-
thology is its essence and the designers are the core, which conveys the concept of education 
in the system and integrates the spirit of national culture as shown in figure 8. In the creative 
design process, designers transfer imagination, ideas and emotions to audiences, and audiences 
produce the understanding of artworks through the deep aesthetic experience, and then audi-
ences will give the feedback to designers. It means that the construction of the model can help 
educators promote the development of animation education and can change the original edu-
cational model, i.e. out of the audience and the market, while designers cannot get the recogni-
tion of artworks by audiences if they design behind closed doors. In short, design education is 
ultimately from designers to audiences, and then audiences respond to designers. Creative pro-
cess is a design medium involving cultural thinking, and aesthetic experience is an emotional 
medium producing cultural understanding. More precisely, design education is the base for the 
design of original animation.

Fig.7 Animation Character Creative Process Framework
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Conclusion

For the research of the animation character design based on mythology, it not only helps ani-
mation creation enrich the cultural implication, disjointing from superficial expression, but 
also makes the content of animation infused with national emotion. Meanwhile, Chinese cul-
ture and value can be spread incrementally by animation films that possess exaggerated and 
imaginative expression. As a matter of fact, the inspiration of animation is brought gradually 
based on the practical creations. To create the classic mythological animation image with the 
vitality and the artistic value, which is recognized by audience and accepted by market, it re-
quires to have the appropriate creative principles and systematic methodologies to form a ma-
ture creative practice. After that, the process of creation will inevitably form the law of artistic 
creation; systematizing the law can provide theoretical support, comprehensive and effective, 
for animation design education.

But in actuality, the study of Shisa is just the preliminary attempt to create the animation 
character based on Chinese mythology, which generalizes the animation character creative pro-
cess framework and then analyzes the process that designers design the artwork and audience 
appreciate the artwork. Surely, this theory is conducive to help designers design animation 
character with oriental charm, adapting to market conditions, and spread the cultural value and 
also provides a theoretical exploration for the development of animation education. Therefore, 
the design education based on mythology can cultivate the design talent who can integrate the 
mythological elements and has fertile imagination and multiple creativity to promote the de-
velopment of domestic animation industry.
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